Getting started with FiLMiCRemote
Thank you very much for your purchase of the FiLMiC Remote app!
FiLMiC Remote is a companion app to FiLMiC Pro that allows you to control a device running FiLMiC Pro from another device
running FiLMiC Remote. Remote offers an easy-to-use interface that will be intuitive for most first-time users and require virtually
no training for a regular user of FiLMiC Pro.

FiLMiC Remote Overview:
The Remote app consists of a single primary view that incorporates the video preview of the connected FiLMiC Pro device as well as controls for
start/stop record, image manipulation (focus/exposure/white balance) and settings for the FiLMiC Pro device.

Connecting Remote and FiLMiC Pro:

Peer discovery screen as
viewed from an iPad
The Remote app is designed to automatically poll for any FiLMiC
running FiLMiC Pro
Pro apps on devices that are in range and enabled for use with
Remote on the same WiFI network (or for any devices that are
enabled for remote and not on any WiFi network. For best results
switch on both wifi and bluetooth):
1. Start by launching FiLMiC Pro on one device and switching on the
‘Enable Remote’ option within the Device section of the settings menu.
(tip: add this selection to a preset to save time on future launches of the
app).
2. Launch FiLMiC Remote on a separate device.
3. From within the Remote app tap the + button in the bottom left of the
screen to poll for your FiLMiC Pro device(s). Tap to connect to your
device. On the FiLMiC Pro device a prompt will ask for permission to
pair the remote and select a time-out for the approval with this Remote.
This will create a handshake between Pro and Remote and allow the
two devices to connect in the future for the selected period. See the
screenshots below for more information:

Remote pairing
preference screen as
viewed from an iPhone

Remote Main Screen:

Primary view selector tab Tap this tab when in settings
to return to the primary view
(video preview)

Settings selector tab - Tap
this tab when on the primary
view to open the settings
menu. These settings will
change the video capture
settings of the selected
FiLMiC Pro device.

Start/Stop Record Button

Device name of the
currently connected
FiLMiC Pro FiLMiC Pro
device.

Time Code Counter,
Battery and Storage
Meters for the selected
FiLMiC Pro device.

Connect/Disconnect button:
When button is vertical (shaped like a ‘+’ sign) tap to identify a peer device to connect to. When button
is horizontal (shaped like an ‘X’) tap to disconnect the current FiLMiC Pro device.
When connected to a FiLMiC Pro device the button will pulse with a color to indicate the connection and
network quality. Green, yellow, orange and Red indicate a progressively weaker connection.

Using FiLMiC Remote:
Once connected, the Remote app becomes the primary controller of FiLMiC Pro functionality. From Remote the user can:
- Move and lock the focus and exposure reticles.
- Start/Stop recording
- Adjust most settings for FiLMiC Pro, including resolution, aspect ratio, bit rate, frame rate etc.
- Multi-peer selection: If using the remote with multiple devices running FiLMiC Pro the remote has the ability to identify these devices and
disconnect from one device and connect to another device.

Remote settings menu

Manual controls: FiLMiC Remote supports the same manual control capabilities as exist in FiLMiC Pro.

Slider Control Expanded
Tap anywhere on the preview screen to hide.

Slider Pull Set Points
FiLMiC Pro v.5 introduces
pull-to-point slider
controls for common
adjustments. Set the top
and bottom pull points,
then simply tap one to
automatically adjust

Slider Adjustment Icon
Tap and hold the icon,
slide up and down to
adjust. (Shutter speed

Slider Function Selection

Slider Adjustment Values

Tips for using FiLMiC Remote:

- WIFI: FiLMiC Remote uses an adaptable streaming methodology to allow for video streaming between devices either over an established WIFI
network or via a point-to-point WIFI pairing between devices. If using over an established WIFI network of marginal quality or if security protocols
(eg: packet sniffers) are in place the responsiveness of the video preview for Remote may be affected. In these situations disconnecting from the
WIFI network may yield a better experience. This can be done by opening the WIFI settings on the device, tapping on the network that is
connected and tapping ‘Forget this network’.
- Distance: FiLMiC Remote is using wireless protocols that can support transmission up to 300 feet. This depends greatly on the performance of
the WIFI network that is attached to the device. Experimentation with reliable connectivity is essential before using Remote in a live-take
scenario. If not connected via a common wifi network (peer network) the remote will rely on setting up a peer-to-peer network with the FP device
using wifi and bluetooth. The maximum distance for this type of connection is typically less than 30 feet.

Other Resources:
-

Tutorials: Learn how to get the most out of FiLMiC Pro and FiLMiC Remote by reviewing our tutorials: http://www.filmicpro.com/videos/tutorials
Support: Have a question that is not answered in this document? Have a feature request? Drop us a line at support@filmicpro.com
Keep an eye on our homepage: www.filmicpro.com for information on product updates, contests, support information, the FiLMiC Pro blog, etc.
FiLMiC Pro is on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google Plus … check us out and follow us today!

